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Research profile
Variational problems and evolution problems arising in computer vision, in geometry processing, and in materials science are the major driving force of my research.

In computer vision I’m interested in the infinite dimensional geometry of shape spaces equipped with a Riemannian metric which is motivated by physical models of viscous dissipation.
A central theme is a general variational time discrete Riemannian calculus on different shape spaces, including discrete geodesics, exponential map and parallel transport. Applications
are warping of images or shell surfaces, shape extrapolation, and pattern or texture transfer. A
comprehensive convergence theory based on Γ convergence, finite element and ODE estimates on Hilbert spaces could be developed. I’m also interested in the close links to the theory of
optimal transport.
A major goal is to treat textured images and explore inherent multiple scales in image maps. To
this end images are considered as pointwise maps into some patch manifold, describing local,
high dimensional texture and structure. Furthermore, spline curves and other low dimensional,
smooth submanifolds will be particular interest in time dependent data analysis and in geometry animation.
With respect to materials science, I’m particularly interested in two-scale elastic shape optimization and the formation of optimal branching and folding patterns in elastic materials. The
minimization of compliance type cost functionals leads to microstructured shapes and branching patterns arising naturally at material interfaces or at boundary incompatibilities.
My focus is on robust a posteriori error control using functional error estimates for BV functionals, duality techniques and relaxation. The aim is an efficient simulation and optimization of
the microscopic patterns, and a better understanding of branching-type patterns observed in
natural elastic structures, as for example bones and thin sheets. The vision is to carry over the
two-scale analysis of elastic bulk material to thin elastic plates and shells.
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• Computing and Visualization in Science (since 1999)
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• Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision (since 2015)
Research Area A I’m studying a general, time discrete Riemannian calculus on different shape
spaces, e.g. spaces of 2D surfaces, which physically behave like viscous shells, or spaces of
images, where the metric encodes the cost of viscous transport and intensity changes along
transport paths. The discretization is based on a proper approximation of the squared Riemannian distance by a functional on consecutive objects along a discrete path in shape space. The
available tools of the derived discrete geodesic calculus are a discrete path energy, discrete
geodesics, discrete logarithm, discrete exponential map, discrete parallel transport, discrete
covariant derivative, and finally a discrete curvature tensor on shape space.
Application examples are image warping, extrapolation of image sequences, and pattern or
texture transfer. In the context of Hilbert manifolds, we could establish a comprehensive convergence theory based on Γ convergence, finite element and ODE estimates on Hilbert spaces
could be developed [6, 3]. We also study generalized spaces of images, where an image is no
longer based on a pointwise image intensity value but a high dimensional texture and structure
description. I’m investigating time discrete Riemannian splines in shape spaces with applications to smooth image key frame interpolation, compression and video processing [9].Furthermore,
we integrated concepts from optimal transport and we studied a pure optimal transport model
with source term [5]. Finally, I´m interested in the numerical approximation of optimal transport
on discrete metric measure spaces.
Research Area B I´m investigating elastic shape optimization with a particular emphasis on
two-scale models and on risk averse stochastic optimization [8]. Here, the minimization of compliance type cost functionals leads to microstructured shapes and via an additional interfacial
cost a particular scale can be selected. In fact, in the limit of vanishing interfacial cost branching
patterns represent optimal elastic shapes.
Furthermore, branching patterns arise naturally at material interfaces, at boundary incompatibilities, and in compressed thin films, and are determined by the competition of elastic and

interfacial energies. Moreover, I’m studying the formation of optimal branching and folding patterns in elastic materials. For simple model problems we studied rigorous a posteriori error
estimates and for the two scale models error estimates based on the dual weighted residual
approach [2]. Furthermore, we could improve the upper energy bound for branching patterns
at austenite-martensite interfaces [1]. We use phase field models [10] for the numerical approximation of optimal branching structures with the aim to better understand branching-type
patterns observed in natural elastic structures, as for example bones and graphene sheets.
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